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Markets in Desperate Need of Positive News Before the Summer Season Kicks-In!!
Fadi Nasser - Deputy Chief Investment & Treasury Officer

In the spring of 1991 President George H.W. Bush looked unstoppable. Following Operation Desert Storm in
the Gulf, his approval rating hit 89% - the highest ever recorded by Gallup. Yet, that was not enough for him
to win a second presidential term. What made Bush lose, as Clinton adviser James Carville famously joked,
was “the economy, stupid”, a phrase meant for the internal audience of Clinton’s campaign workers as one of
the three messages to focus on (the other two being “Change vs more of the same” and “Don’t forget health
care”). Team Clinton wagered that the sluggish recovery from the 1990-1991 recession would loom largest in
the minds of voters, and they turned out right!
Today, the story is quite different. Recent polls have found that Americans have never felt more positive
about the economy. And yet, the same polls also suggest that confident voter attitudes about the economy
are not translating into public support for Trump. By a whopping 25-point margin, voters say they are more
likely to back a Congressional candidate who promises to serve as a check on president Trump, according
to a new national poll from NBC News and the Wall Street Journal. And by a similar margin, they say they
are less likely to vote for someone who has supported the president on most issues. Could this be attributed
to the various fiascos Trump got himself into over the past 2 years? Surely YES! Just in the last 48 hours,
and in the face of overwhelming public pressure, the US president had to abandon his policy of family
separation at US borders (just a day after a top aide to the President had noted that he “doesn’t want to look
weak” and won’t back down from this fight!), though his willingness – as well as that of his administration - to
plunge ahead anyway with a vicious tactic is primarily a normal outcome of grim promises previously made to
their Republican base. When it comes to financial markets, however, the whole focus remains on Trump’s
trade agenda/policies and their harmful impact (rising frictions) on the US relationship with the rest of the
world!
Last Friday, US President Donald Trump brought the world's two biggest economies to the brink of a trade
war by officially announcing (as opposed to previous verbal threats) a 25% tariff on up to US$ 50 billion in
Chinese imports - to take effect July 6th. The U.S. tariffs will cover 1,102 Chinese product lines/items,
primarily relating to Chinese industrial machinery, aerospace parts and communications technology, while
sparing such consumer goods as smartphones, TVs, toys and clothes that Americans purchase by the
truckload from China. In announcing the U.S. tariffs, Trump said he was fulfilling a campaign pledge to crack
down on what he contends are China's unfair trade practices and its efforts to undermine U.S. technology
and intellectual property. "We have the great brain power in Silicon Valley, and China and others steal those
secrets," Trump said on "Fox & Friends." ''We're going to protect those secrets. Those are crown jewels for
this country." "I have an excellent relationship with President Xi [Jinping], and we will continue working
together on many issues. But the United States will no longer be taken advantage of on trade by China and
other countries in the world," Trump concluded.
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"It's thorough, it's moderate, it's appropriate," U.S. Trade Rep. Robert Lighthizer noted on Fox Business
Network's "Mornings With Maria." Lighthizer added that "our hope is that it doesn't lead to a rash reaction
from China."
Instead of caving in to Washington's demands, Beijing quickly responded that it would retaliate with penalties
of the same scale on American goods - later providing more details with regards to imposing tariffs on 545
U.S. exports, including farm products, autos and seafood. China’s Commerce Ministry also suggested that
"the Chinese side doesn't want to fight a trade war, but facing the short-sightedness of the U.S. side, China
has to fight back strongly. We will immediately introduce the same scale and equal taxation measures, and
all economic and trade achievements reached by the two sides will be invalidated."
The U.S. imported $506 billion of goods from China last year and exported about $130 billion, leaving a 2017
deficit of $376 billion, according to government figures. But this misses an important aspect of the
relationship that works strongly in favour of the US: Following almost 40 years of US corporate investment in
China, the subsidiaries of American multinationals based in China are doing a roaring trade selling goods
and services to Chinese consumers (those do not show up in the trade balance or current account figures).
So large are these sales – from corporations such as GM, Nike, Starbucks, Ford and others - that they
probably far exceed the value of US exports to China.
And whilst the end game is a compromise trade deal that meets US demands for more balanced
import/export volumes and stronger Chinese protection of intellectual property rights, the road to a trade deal
has surely turned very ugly lately. That was obvious again last Monday, when Donald Trump said he would
direct the US trade representative to identify an additional 200 billion dollars of goods for new tariffs (10%)
and threatened more to come, accusing Beijing of refusing to change its "unfair" practices. "These tariffs will
go into effect if China refuses to change its practices, and also if it insists on going forward with the new
tariffs that it has recently announced," he said according to a statement from the White House. China again
promised to retaliate. “If the U.S. loses its senses and publishes such a list, China will have to take
comprehensive quantitative and qualitative measures,” according to a statement from the Ministry of
Commerce. It labelled the move “extreme pressure and blackmail.” The language and directives are almost
textbook examples of a trade war, with each side escalating in turn.
More importantly, Trump has made it clear that he has problems not only with China, but even with key allies
- including Canada and European nations. The US president has already imposed tariffs on steel and
aluminium from Canada, Mexico and European allies, sparking anger and retaliatory threats from some of
America’s closest long-time allies (the EU triggered the first phase of retaliation against the U.S. over its
metal-import tariffs, approving a 25% duty on € 2.8 billion euros of U.S. products including Harley-Davidson
Inc. motorcycles and Levi Strauss & Co. jeans). But his proposed tariffs against China risk igniting a
damaging trade war involving the world’s two biggest economies, not to mention its negative impact on his
efforts to bring peace to the Korean peninsula following his summit with leader Kim Jong Un this week in
Singapore. Beijing is an important player in talks with North Korea on abandoning its nuclear-weapons
program.
Wall Street has long viewed global trade tensions with concern, fearful that they could repress economic
growth and undermine the benefits of the tax cuts Trump signed into law late last year. The prospect of a
U.S.-China all-out trade war have weighed on financial markets in past week, with the Dow Jones Industrial
Average down for an eight straight day (in excess of 700 points since last Thursday close, a 2.9% drop),
whilst US Treasury yields have moved slightly lower.
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Those latest trade skirmishes are not expected to hold back the U.S. economy just yet, which is booming this
quarter as tax cuts power consumers and businesses, but they could surely lead very soon to lower global
trading volumes, damage US economic growth and result in higher checkout prices on a range of tech,
apparel and household goods for U.S. consumers. “Let us not understate the macroeconomic impact," IMF
Director Christine Lagarde noted earlier this week, saying the tariffs will have a larger economic toll if they
prompt retaliation from trading partners like Canada and Germany. The IMF has said a cycle of retaliation on
trade would likely dampen national and international investment, interrupt global and regional supply chains
and undermine a system that has supported U.S. growth and job creation (Daimler AG became the first
prominent company to cut its profit outlook due to escalating trade tensions between the U.S. and China,
claiming Chinese customers will now buy fewer cars after Beijing slaps tariffs on U.S. auto imports).
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross has disputed concerns raised by the IMF, the US Federal Reserve
Chairman Jerome Powell and others that U.S. companies are becoming so anxious about the prospect of a
trade war that they are postponing investment and hiring decisions. “Anyone who thinks the economy is
being wrecked doesn’t know what they’re talking about,” Ross said in a Bloomberg Television interview
yesterday (Seriously? Coming from a Trump aide that has benefited from recent Administration decisions to
amass extra personal wealth! ).
To conclude, investors have had to deal with a deluge of growing uncertainties in past weeks: From bond
yields exploding in Italy after months of political drama (yesterday was no different, with the appointment of
two Euroskeptics to key posts in Italy’s parliament reigniting investor concerns over the populist
government’s policies), to Spain’s sudden government fall, Germany's shaky ruling coalition in past days,
Brexit negotiations regularly hitting multiple obstacles, a G-7 meeting ending in public hostility, and now US
and China’s engagement in a tit-for-tat tariffs standoff that could run into the hundreds of billions of dollars the list of market negatives keeps growing !! For now, hedge fund managers and traders have simply taken
a “glass half-full” approach, keeping volatility low and betting that pending issues would soon be resolved
whilst the global economy continues its healthy expansion.
One can surely hope that calmer heads and pragmatism will eventually prevail, and that positive news would
soon start emerging on all fronts. Otherwise, should previously cited issues stay un-resolved, one should
better be prepared for a full-blown financial disaster later this summer!!
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Disclaimer
It is important that you only use this report if you are the intended recipient of this report and you have satisfied yourself that
you are eligible to receive such information. This report is provided to you because you are one of our esteemed customers and have
previously shown interest in receiving the type of information contained in this report.
The Treasury and Investment Management department of Gulf International Bank B.S.C. ("GIB") have compiled the information in this
report. GIB is incorporated in the Kingdom of Bahrain and is licensed by the Central Bank of Bahrain (the "CBB") as a conventional
wholesale bank. GIB's head office is located at Al-Dowali Building, P.O. Box 1017, 3 Palace Avenue, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain.
This report is intended for the accredited investors, as defined in the Investment Business Code of Conduct published by the CBB.
This information has not been reviewed by the CBB or any other regulatory authority in any jurisdiction and neither CBB nor any
other regulatory takes any responsibility for the correctness or accuracy for the information contained in this report.
The information contained herein is not directed at or intended for use by any person resident or located in any jurisdiction where
(1) the distribution of such information is contrary to the laws of such jurisdiction or (2) such distribution is prohibited without
obtaining the necessary licenses or authorizations by the relevant branch, subsidiary or affiliate office of GIB and such licenses
or authorizations have not been obtained. The recipient of such information is responsible for ensuring that this information has
not been received by it in breach of laws and regulations of any jurisdiction.
This report contains publicly available information only, which has only been complied by GIB. The information provided herein is on
"as is" and "as available" basis and without representation or warranty of any kind. GIB hereby disclaims any representation or
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose or
non-infringement of any of such information.
In no event shall GIB or its subsidiaries, affiliates, shareholders or their
directors, officers, employees, independent contractors, agents and representatives (collectively, "GIB Representatives") be liable
(1) for any inaccuracy, delay, loss of data, interruption in service, error or omission or for any damages resulting there from, or
(2) for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, compensatory or consequential damages arising from any use of information or
arising from any error (negligent or otherwise) or other circumstance or contingency within or outside the control of GIB or any GIB
Representative, in connection with or related to obtaining, collecting, compiling, analyzing, interpreting, communicating,
publishing or delivering any such information. The information here is, and must be construed solely as, compilation of information
(unless expressly stated otherwise) and not statements of fact as to credit worthiness or recommendations or opinions of GIB.
This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Any materials contained herein have no regard to the specific
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. The document is provided for information
purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments.
GIB makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete.
No
representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
materials, nor are they a complete statement of the securities, markets or developments referred to herein. Recipients should not
regard the materials as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement. Any opinions are subject to change without notice and
may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of GIB as a result of using different assumptions
and criteria. GIB is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.
The value of, and income from, your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates or foreign exchange rates, securities
prices or market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. Past performance is not necessarily a
guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised.
The information contained in this report is just for informational purposes.
Information does not constitute a solicitation, an
offer, or a recommendation to buy or sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of
any kind whatsoever. GIB does not intend to provide investment, legal or tax advice through this report and does not represent that
any securities or services discussed are suitable for any investor. When making a decision about your investments and business, you
should seek the advice of professional advisors.
The report may contain statements that constitute "forward looking statements".
While these forward looking statements may
represent GIB’s judgment and future expectations, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual
developments and results to differ materially from GIB’s expectations. GIB is under no obligation to (and expressly disclaims any
such obligation to) update or alter its forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events, or
otherwise. The historical information is provided for information purposes only. Performance figures are calculated before tax (if
any) and after deducting ongoing fees and expenses. The performance figures are historical and past performance is not necessarily
an indication of future results.
Certain amounts (including %ages) included in this document may have been subject to rounding
adjustments. Accordingly, figures may not be an exact arithmetic aggregation of the figures to which they relate. The values and
forecasts shown represent our current indicative valuations and forecasts of the relevant transactions, currencies, interest rates,
commodities or securities as at the date shown. Any value or forecast shown herein is not an indicative price quotation. We
expressly disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy of the values or forecasts shown, any errors or omissions in the report
With the exception of information regarding GIB and save as otherwise specifically indicated, the information set out in this report
is based on public information. We have, where possible, indicated the primary source of information. We strongly recommend the
recipients consult the primary source of information. Facts and views in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect
information known to, professionals in other GIB business areas.
This Report, and the information contained herein (save to the extent that such information is publicly available) is confidential
and may not be disclosed by you to any other person outside of your organization without our consent.
GIB retains all right, title and interest (including copyrights, trademarks, patents, as well as any other intellectual property or
other right) in all information and content (including all text, data, graphics and logos) in this document. All recipients must
not, without limitation, modify, copy, transmit, distribute, display, perform, reproduce, publish, license, frame, create derivative
works from, transfer or otherwise use in any other way for commercial or public purposes in whole or in part any information, text,
graphics, images from this document (excluding publicly available information) without the prior written permission of GIB.
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